The European Space Agency (ESA) presently studies a NAVSAT satellite navigation system concept, which may be considered a civil variant of the U.S. NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS). A user of the NAVSAT system will be able to determine his 3-dimensional position in realtime with an absolute accuracy of better than 10 m, and his velocity with an accuracy of about 10 cm/s. Since 1983 the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) and Delft University of Technology (DUT) in The Netherlands are involved in the NAVSAT studies. This paper presents some results of a Study of NAVSAT Control Segment Characteristics. It starts with an introduction of the general concept. Then, the satellite orbit and tracking aspects are discussed and the ranging error budgets and the achievable user positioning accuracy are estimated. Subsequently, a proposed tracking data compression technique is described. The orbit determination of the satellites from the compressed tracking data is discussed in some detail and results are presented of orbit determination and orbit prediction error analyses. The paper concludes with an analysis of a realtime Kalman filter process to improve the orbit information during a satellite pass over a ground station.
l. INTRODUCTION
The use of artificial satellites for purposes of navigation started in late 1957, when investigators at the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory began radio tracking of the first earth satellite SPUTNIK 1. Their investigations led to a demonstration that the entire satellite orbit could be determined by means of measurements on the doppler frequency shift of the satellite's radio signals as received during passes over ground stations. The navigation satellite system concept was born, when it was realized that, as a consequence, a radio receiver's unknown position could be determined from the same type of doppler measurements if the satellite's orbit is known. This basic concept has led to the TRANSIT navigation system[l], consisting of 5 or 6 satellites in circular polar orbits at an altitude of about 1100 km, and a ground segment consisting of 4 tracking stations located in the U.S.A. This passive all-weather navigation system has been in continuous use by the U.S. Navy since 1963 and was released for civil use in 1967. It is estimated that in the early 1980's the total number of users reached 10,000.
The nominal mean waiting time between TRANSIT satellite passes amounts to about 1.5 h for a user at the equator, decreasing to less than 1 h for users at latitudes of more than 50deg North or South. The system provides 2-dimensional navigation accuracy to better than 10 m, while for land survey and geodetic positioning accuracies of better than 1 m 1"Paper IAF-85-262 presented at the 36th Congress of the International Astronautical Federation, Stockholm, Sweden, 7-12 October 1985.
are achieved. This, however, requires the processing of observations acquired during 30-50 satellite passes over the same fixed receiver. In the 1960's, it became obvious that an accurate 3-dimensional realtime and global satellite navigation system had much to offer to all types of military users. These characteristics could not be provided by the TRANSIT system and various alternative concepts were studied in the U.S.A. This ultimately has led to the development of the NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS).
This GPS system[2] is designed to provide instantaneous positioning for military operations on land, at sea and in the air. The system is expected to be fully operational in 1988 and will consist then of 18 active satellites, distributed over 6 orbit planes, each plane inclined at 55 deg to the earth's equator and mutually separated by 60 deg of right ascension of their ascending node. The orbit altitude is about 20,180 km, which corresponds to an orbital period of 12 h; the 3 co-orbiting satellites are separated by 120deg of geocentric angle. The satellites operate fully autonomously, but periodically require ground contact to refresh the user navigation message consisting of satellite ephemeris and clock error parameters, allsatellite almanacs, etc. The satellites broadcast two coherent L-band frequency radio signals, timecontrolled by synchronized onboard atomic clocks. The navigation signals are jam-resistant and the full accuracy of the system is only available to authorized users capable to decipher the precise pseudo-random noise code used by the satellites. The user determines his position and clock offset by taking pseudo-range measurements to 4 satellites. From the doppler shift of the carrier signal he may also determine his instantaneous velocity. The global 3-dimensional instantaneous navigation accuracy of an authorized user will be better than 15 m in position and within 10cm/s in velocity. The GPS ground segment will eventually consist of 6-12 stations. At the moment, there are 6 first-generation satellites operational. These are used for testing purposes during the concept validation and full-scale engineering development phase.
For civil applications, GPS has a number of drawbacks. First, because it is a military system, it most probably will not be available in its full-accuracy version to most civil users. Instead, they have to accept a degraded accuracy level of about 100 m, which rules out many potential applications. Furthermore, high-quality receivers will be expensive; one reason being the special transmission techniques applied in GPS, which were developed to meet the military requirements for communications security and invulnerability to jamming. In addition, the system is completely under political control of the U.S.A., and may switch to special encrypted transmissions during periods of severe political or military tension, making the system useless for a general user. The question then arises: would it be possible to develop a civil variant of GPS under international management, offering to all users a very high precision, not artificially degraded, position determination capability at much lower costs? This question has led to the NAVSAT concept, presently being studied by the European Space Agency (ESA) [3] .
THE NAVSAT CONCEPT
The NAVSAT satellite navigation system concept is based on a number of considerations aiming at a simplification of the GPS design. It was realized that the satellites themselves can be simplified if the requirement of autonomous operation is dropped, which implies that the satellites must be under continuous control of ground stations distributed over cooperating countries. As a consequence, all satellites only have to carry simple, highly-reliable, transparent transponders, so that most of the complexity has been transferred to the ground segment. Since protection of the downlink signals against deliberate jamming is no longer required, the signal structure can be much simpler, thereby reducing the complexity and costs of the navigation receivers. Instead of the GPS approach of transmitting continuous signals and channel sharing by code-division multiple access (CDMA), NAVSAT will use 133ms burst signals with time-division multiple access (TDMA) channel sharing. Each 1.8 s TDMA frame contains 12 slots, each slot corresponding to one satellite, whereby antipodal satellites will share the same time slot. The use of TDMA has some important advantages, such as the fact that the receiver does not need to know which satellite is in view, so that no almanac message is required, and that the average satellite power requirements are lower. The ground segment, however, will be relatively complicated and expensive.
In the present concept, the space segment consists of 24 satellites encircling the earth in 20,000 km altitude circular orbits, inclined at 55deg to the equator. The satellites are uniformly distributed over 3 orbit planes, which are separated by 120 deg in their right ascension of the ascending node. So, in contrast to the GPS system, in the NAVSAT concept each orbit plane contains 8 satellites with a geocentric position angle of 45 deg between successive satellites. In this orbit configuration, 6 or 7 satellites will be visible from any point on earth for 96% of the time, while for 74% of the time 8 or 9 satellites will be in view.
A number of studies have already been performed for ESA on the feasibility of the NAVSAT concept, on the details of the ground and space segments and on the development of overall system simulation software. In this paper, only some results will be presented of a recent study on the NAVSAT Control Segment Characteristics performed under ESA contract by the National Aerospace Laboratory (NLR) and the Section Orbital Mechanics of Delft Univerity's Department of Aerospace Engineering [4, 5] . The paper will concentrate on the orbit and tracking aspects of the satellites, and on the user positioning accuracy which may be expected from the NAVSAT system.
In the Dutch study it is assumed that the ground segment ( Fig. 1 ) will consist of 6 so-called Regional Centers (RC) or uplink stations, distributed over the Earth such that each satellite is visible from at least one station at all times, and a Mission Center (MC). The overall ground segment will perform a number of complex tasks. First, the MC has to provide the coordination between the uplink stations for assignment and handover of satellite control from one RC to another. In principle, an RC can control a satellite as long as it is more than 5deg above the local horizon. An RC will acquire two-way ranging data on all satellites that are under its control as long as these satellites are at an elevation of more than 20deg. The tracking data will be compressed into so-called normal points and transmitted to the MC. Each RC will also acquire one-way ranging data on all satellites that are visible but not controlled from that RC. These measurements will also be transmitted in a compressed form to the MC, where they will be used, in combination with the two-way data, to determine the clock errors at the RCs [4, 5] . The MC will process the tracking data for the orbit determination of all satellites and will generate orbit predictions for each of the satellites spanning a period of about 1 week. A special set of parameters representing these predicted orbits will be sent by the MC to the RCs. At each RC the two-way tracking data acquired during a single pass will be used to improve the orbit prediction generated by the MC, and this improved orbit will be sent to the next RC, where it will be used to determine a set of parameters accurately representing the satellite ephemeris during the satellite's pass over that RC. These parameters will be included in the navigation message transmitted by the RC and relayed by the satellite to the user.
ORBIT AND TRACKING
The osculating orbital elements and their epoch for the single NAVSAT satellite which was selected for most of the orbital analyses are listed in Table 1 . Because all satellites move in similar orbits, the results of these analyses will be generally applicable to all satellites. The preliminary network of RCs, which also act as tracking stations, consists of stations at Hawaii, Kourou (French Guiana), Libreville (Gabon), Orroral (Australia), Porto Alegre (Brazil) and Sri Lanka. It is assumed that an RC controlling a satellite acquires two-way range measurements to that satellite during the appropriate time slot in each TDMA frame. The ranging is performed on the uplink C-band frequency and one or two downlink L-band frequencies, depending on the ultimate system design. To enable an accurate modeling of the ionospheric propagation delays on both the uplink and downlink signals, at least two coherent downlink frequencies are required. One of these will be the primary L-band frequency, but instead of a secondary L-band signal, possibly the S-band telemetry signal may be utilized to provide the necessary information. The minimum elevation for tracking purposes was set at 20 deg, in order to prevent cor- under control of a ground station. Some statistics of the view periods of the satellite with the orbit parameters listed in Table 1 are summarized in Table 2 . This view period is defined as that part of a satellite pass over a ground station during which the satellite is above a specified cut-off elevation for that particular station. The case of the 20 deg minimum elevation refers to the tracking coverage of the network. So, for tracking the average view period is about 5.8 h. The single satellite considered can be tracked for about 98% of the time, while for about 35% of the time it can be tracked from 2 or 3 stations simultaneously. The column for a 5 deg cut-off elevation refers to the view periods during which an RC can transmit a navigation message to a user through that satellite. This period is on the average about 6.8 h. For this minimum elevation the satellite is continuously visible from at least 1 station and for about 70% of the time from 2 or 3 stations simultaneously.
RANGING ERROR BUDGETS
An RC will acquire two-way ranging data during the periods that it controls a satellite. These data are subsequently transmitted to the central MC, where they are combined with tracking data from the other RCs and processed to determine and predict the satellite orbits (Section 7). They are also processed in realtime at the RCs themselves using a Kalman filter to improve the predicted orbit (Section 8). So, these measurements play a vital role in the generation of the navigation messages for the user. To allow time synchronization between RCs, each RC also takes one-way range measurements to those satellites which are visible but not under control of that particular RC [4, 5] . A user of the system, on the other hand, can only acquire one-way pseudo-range measurements.
Data on at least 4 NAVSATs are then sufficient to determine his quasi-instantaneous position.
For tracking, the ranging signal path is from RC to satellite and back to the same RC, while for user navigation ranging errors are introduced along the signal path from RC to the satellite to the user. For both communication links error budgets can be made up, which will differ because of the different ranging concepts applied, the quality differences between a receiver at the RC and a user's receiver, and the feasibility of modeling various error sources more accurately at an RC. Detailed analyses have led to the error budgets listed in Table 3 , which are intended to represent the state-of-the-art in technology and atmospheric signal propagation modeling for the mid 1990's. For a discussion on the magnitude of the various error contributions the reader is referred to [5] . The error budgets listed indicate that the rms overall tracking error at an RC will be about 0.6 m. A user will be able to measure a pseudo-range with an rms accuracy of about 3.3 m. The major contributors to the user's overall ranging errors are: RC timing errors, satellite ephemeris errors, atmospheric refraction errors and errors introduced by the user's receiver itself. When it is realized that the quality of the user equipment and of the atmospheric refraction models will probably improve significantly during the operational phase of the NAVSAT system, it will be clear that, to exploit the full capabilities of the system, the NAVSAT ground segment should be designed in accordance with the highest precision standards. This means that time synchronization between the RCs as well as satellite orbit prediction should be performed with an extreme precision.
USER POSITIONING ACCURACY
In the NAVSAT concept, a user calculates his position using pseudo-range measurements to all visible satellites. In principle, it is sufficient to process 4 (quasi-)simultaneous observations to obtain an instantaneous position fix. This was a basic design philosophy behind the NAVSTAR/GPS concept, which was optimized by requiring that the 4 satellites providing the best geometry would be selected from the constellation of satellites actually visible at any time. Theoretically, the best geometry occurs when 1 of the satellites is at the user's zenith and the other 3 are low above the horizon and separated by 120 deg in azimuth. Due to the TDMA channel sharing and the application of a strong continuous wave (CW) carrier signal, the NAVSAT concept makes it easier to design user equipment that allows the user to navigate on all visible satellites, and this may improve the positioning accuracy as will be demonstrated below.
In satellite navigation error analyses, it has proven to be practical to express the navigation error as the product of a User Equivalent Range Error (UERE) and a Dilution Of Precision (DOP) factor. The UERE is defined as the uncorrelated portion of the errors in the pseudo-range observations to the various satellites, and may, according to Table 3 , be set equal to 3.3 m for a user of the NAVSAT system. The DOP factors are unequivocally determined by the geometric relationship between the user's position and the position of the satellites used for the navigation. A number of DOP factors may be identified depending on the particular component of the navigation accuracy matrix considered. In this paper, only the GDOP factor will be discussed, dealing with the overall positioning accuracy in a 4-dimensional space-time system. A small value of GDOP indicates a good geometry of the satellites that are used for the positioning, and will result in small errors in the position and time-offset fixes.
The position geometry of all satellites relative to a user will change continuously with time. For NAVSAT type orbits, the time history of this geometry does not only depend on the number of orbit planes and the number of satellites in each plane, but also on the phase staggering. This staggering can be described as follows. The phase staggering is tp deg if at the time that a satellite in one orbit plane is over the equator, a satellite in the adjacent plane with a larger right ascension of the ascending node is at an in-orbit angle of q~ deg North, while another satellite in the other adjacent plane is at an in-orbit angle of q3 deg South. For the NAVSAT system a preliminary staggering of 30 deg was adopted.
A typical example of the continuously changing position geometry of the 24 NAVSATs relative to a specific user is shown in Fig. 3 . This GDOP obviously varies strongly with time and geographical position. Analyses described in [5] have demonstrated that for a user navigating on all visible satellites GDOP may vary between 1.5 and 3 during a day. When he uses only the best 4 satellites GDOP ranges from 2.2 to 4.2. When a GDOP rms value of 2.2 is adopted for the case that all visible satellites are tracked and the UERE is assumed to be 3.3 m, the overall rms user navigation position error turns out to be about 7 m. This may be considered a representative value for a user anywhere on earth.
TRACKING DATA COMPRESSION
All NAVSAT orbit computations will start from the tracking data providing information on a satellite's true motion. In the present NAVSAT concept, the RCs acquire two-way range measurements on each satellite which at that moment is under control of that particular RC. The measurements are assumed to be acquired at a rate of 1 measurement per 1.8 s (Section 2), which yields a total of about 11,600 measurements for an average tracking period per pass of 347 min. The information contained in these data will be utilized at the MC to determine, in retrospect, the actual orbits of the satellites and to predict those orbits further ahead. These predicted orbits will serve as the basis for the generation of the ephemeris information to be included in the user navigation message. At the RC itself, the tracking data may be used to improve the predicted orbits in semi-realtime (Section 8). The transmission of the full set of tracking data acquired during all passes over all RCs to the MC would put a heavy burden on the communication links. From the orbit determination point of view, the transmission of such large sets is also completely unnecessary, since, in principle only 10 to 20 well-distributed good-quality observations per pass are required. Therefore, in [5] a technique is proposed in which the original tracking data for each pass are compressed into a small number of quasiobservations, such that the full information content of the original measurements is preserved.
This technique takes advantage of the fact that the motion of a satellite is a smooth process, that does not lead to significant high-frequency variations in the satellite's state-vector during a pass over an RC. This means that the series of range measurements of a complete pass can be approximated by a relatively smooth function. Only a small number of synthetic observations derived from that function, as well as their corresponding statistical information, have to be transmitted to the MC. It was demonstrated in [5] that this kind of data compression can be accomplished by fitting a 10th to 14th degree polynomial to the squares of the range measurements. For tracking time spans of up to 200 min, a polynomial of degree 10 is sufficient; for longer periods the degree must be raised by 2 for each additional 200 min.
The fitting function is evaluated at specially selected times and subsequently these values and the deviation of the true observations from the fitted polynomial are used to generate so-called normal points and the variances of these synthetic observations. Such normal points have the property that, in principle, they are uncorrelated, so that the full information content can be represented by the time of each normal point, and the synthetic range and its standard deviation at that time. So, for a polynomial of degree 12, which leads to 13 normal points, a total of only 39 quantities has to be transmitted. Comparing this to the number of original measurements it is clear that by this technique a data compression factor of 600 or so is realized.
It is shown in [5] that, irrespective of the presence of realistic dynamic model errors, the orbits computed from the created normal points very closely resemble the orbits computed from the full-rate measurements. The maximum differences over a period of 2 days were found to be less than 10cm, which is completely negligible for the orbit determination of the NAVSAT satellites.
ORBIT COMPUTATION ACCURACY
In the equivalent error budget for a pseudo-range measurement taken by a user of the NAVSAT system, a value of 1.5m was adopted for the contribution of the satellite ephemeris error (Table 3) . From a simple geometrical analysis it can be found that a 1.5 m rms ephemeris error contribution to the UERE can be reached if the rms orbit errors remain below 1.1 m in the radial satellite position component and below 3.6 m for the cross-track and along-track position components. The overall orbit computation scheme should therefore be designed such that these high orbit accuracy requirements can be met. It was found that this is a very critical aspect in the NAVSAT concept, and therefore a large part of [5] is devoted to the analysis of the achievable orbit accuracies.
At the MC the normal points received from all RCs are combined for each satellite into data arcs of suitable length, which are then processed to determine the best fitting orbit for each individual satellite. In general, the orbit determination accuracy is dependent on the accuracy of the measurement and dynamic models used in the orbit computations, the accuracy and spatial distribution of the tracking data and the length of the data arc. For very short arcs the measurement parameters, such as the atmospheric refraction models, may be the dominant error source, while the effects of dynamic parameters, such as the solar radiation pressure, will become dominant for longer arcs.
The estimated orbit forms the basis for an orbit prediction over a period of a few days after the time of the last observation processed. Suitable parameters describing the predicted orbits of all satellites are subsequently transmitted to the RCs, where they are used to compute a reference orbit for each satellite during each pass over those stations. It will be clear that the orbit prediction starts from a state-vector derived from the orbit determination, and that the accuracy of the predicted orbit is dependent on the accuracy of this initial state-vector, the accuracy of the dynamic models applied in the orbit prediction and the length of the prediction interval. In general, the orbit prediction errors will steadily increase with time. In [5] the details of orbit determination and prediction error analyses are discussed and results are presented for tracking data arcs of 1, 2 and 5 days, each followed by a 5-day orbit prediction period. Here, only some results are summarized for the case of a 2-day orbit determination period which was found to give the best results.
A summary of the adopted measurement and dynamic error models is given in Table 4 . It is emphasized that in order to ease the interpretation of the orbit determination results, in the simulations only the orbit state at epoch was considered a solvefor parameter. In reality, in addition to this epoch Table 4 . Error parameters for the orbit determination and prediction error analysis state-vector always a number of other parameters, like force scaling factors, etc., will be solved for to achieve the best orbital fit. To approximate this actual practice with the simpler approach adopted for the simulations, the solar radiation pressure model error was valued such that it represents a residual error after the adjustment of a radiation pressure scaling factor during the processing of the tracking data. For the orbit predictions and for the 1-day orbit determination the residual solar radiation pressure error was assumed to equal 3% of the modeled solar radiation pressure. For a 2-day' orbit determination arc (the only one for which results are presented in this paper), the residual error was set at 1.5% of the modeled solar radiation pressure; for the 5-day arc an error level of 1% was adopted. All simulations were performed for a NAVSAT satellite having a solar radiation reflection coefficient of 1.2 and a crosssectional area-to-mass ratio of 0.01 m2/kg. It was assumed that the satellite was in an orbit with the parameters listed in Table 1 . Table 5 presents a summary of the contributions of all error sources to the errors in the satellite's radial, cross-track and along-track position components. The first column lists the rms of the errors in the position components during the 2-day orbit determination period; the next 5 columns list the rms orbit errors for each consecutive day of the prediction interval. To compress the large amount of information available, the contributions of various individual error parameters belonging to the same class of error sources were combined in an rss sense. So, for example, the listed contribution of the station coordinate errors is the rss of the contributions of all individual errors in the 18 station position components. Similarly, the tropospheric refraction model error contribution is the rss of 8 separate contributions of the randomly selected daily error parameters per station.
The Table clearly reveals that the solar radiation pressure model produces the largest radial and alongtrack errors during the orbit determination and in the orbit prediction as well. In the orbit determination phase, errors in the earth's gravitational parameter, the modeling of ionospheric refraction, station coordinates and measurement biases also cause significant orbit errors. During the subsequent 5-day orbit prediction period, the contributions of various error sources to the radial and along-track position components grow significantly.
The evolution of the errors in the satellite position components, generally, will show a secular trend upon which various types of periodic variations are superimposed. It is the secular trends that dominate the growth of the orbit errors with time. To visualize this increase with time, the daily rms errors in the position components may be represented by a smooth fitted curve. In Fig. 5 such time-histories of the smoothed errors in the radial and along-track position components due to a few specific error sources are plotted for the 5-day orbit prediction period. The curves for the measurement error contributions refer to the propagation into the orbit prediction of the contributions of all types of measurement errors in the orbit determination phase to the errors in the state-vector from which the orbit prediction starts. The figures clearly underline the importance of deriving accurate models for the solar radiation pressure acting on the NAVSAT satellites. To keep the model errors small, the satellites should preferably be designed such that the variations in their surface geometry are as small as possible when viewed from different directions, and that the surface reflection characteristics are as uniform as possible. Table 5 and Fig. 5 indicate that the daily rms overall radial error increases from 0.3 m in the orbit determination phase to more than 5 m after 5 days of orbit prediction; the daily rms along-track error increases from 0.8 m to more than 14 m in the same period. This corresponds to error growth rates of about 1 m/day and 3 m/day in the radial and alongtrack directions, respectively. In the cross-track direction the daily rms orbit error remains constant at about 0.8 m over the whole period. The errors occurring after 5 days of orbit prediction will obviously yield a much larger ephemeris error contribution than the 1.5 m assumed in Section 4 for the user ranging error budget. As a consequence, orbit errors may become a major error source which will seriously degrade the user positioning accuracy, unless shorter orbit prediction intervals of about 1 day are applied. Such short prediction periods, however, might pose serious problems with respect to the time-contraints of the orbit computation efforts at the MC and the communications between the MC and the RCs. Therefore, a strategy was developed, in which the MC generates orbit predictions only once every week and the RCs improve these predicted reference orbits using their own tracking data.
SEMI-REALTIME ORBIT IMPROVEMENT
When a NAVSAT satellite is under control of an RC, that station acquires high-precision two-way dual-frequency range measurements of the satellite. In principle, these measurements can be used to improve the orbit of the satellites. Such an orbit refinement process will actually be based on the minimization of the differences between the actual range measurements and their computed counterparts, which follow from the predicted ephemeris and the known position of the tracking antenna. For a number of operational reasons, it would be advantageous to perform a semi-realtime orbit improvement. This requirement quite naturally leads to the selection of an extended Kalman filter process. The application of this process to the NAVSAT orbit improvement is discussed extensively in [5] and the results of numerical experiments are given there.
The basic scheme proposed in [5] is that during a satellite pass over an RC that RC processes its own two-way ranging data with a Kalman filter technique. Before that RC hands over the control of the satellite to the next RC, it transmits the last best estimate of the satellite's state and its covariance matrix to that next RC. There, this information can be used during the transition phase, in which both RCs view the same satellite, to generate improved ephemerides, from which the navigation message to be sent out by that RC will be derived. During the pass over that RC again a local Kalman filter process will be applied to improve the orbit and, just as during the transition from the first to the second RC, the final estimate from the filter is transmitted to the third RC. By transmitting both the final estimate of the statevector and the state covariance matrix to a next RC, all information in the measurements that has gradually accumulated during one pass becomes available to the filter process at the next RC. As that next RC will, generally, view the orbit from a different angle than the previous RC, its range measurements may provide additional information for those position and velocity components which could not be determined too accurately from the measurements of the previous RC. Thus, successive passes over different RCs may gradually lead to state estimates with the highest possible accuracy in all directions. This accuracy, in fact, is limited only by the accuracy of the measurement and dynamic models applied in the orbit computations. In principle, this sequence of local orbit improvements could lead to a stable aroundthe-world Kalman filter orbit estimation process for all satellites. However, the complexity of the computations that would have to be performed in real- time is so large that it probably would render this solution impractical. Therefore, a more appropriate approach is to perform the complex computations off-line at the MC and to distribute accurate predicted reference orbits to be used by the local Kalman filters. This also provides a safeguard against the occurrence of filter divergence which would otherwise be difficult to detect. In one of the numerical experiments oti5 ] the around-the-world scheme has been simulated. The bssic approach was to generate simulated range observations for all passes of a single NAVSAT satellite over the RCs during a l-day period. All observations below a 20 deg cut-off elevation for each station were eliminated. A further restriction was that in case of overlap a pass was considered ended when the satellite moved closer to the next RC than it was to the RC controlling it up to that time. Figure 6 shows the visibility masks of the RCs for a cut-off elevation of 20 deg, and, plotted along the ground track of the satellite, the 6 segments corresponding to the measurement taking periods of the different RCs. The sequence starts with the satellite under control of Kourou. Subsequent data taking occurs during passes over the RCs at Porto Alegre, Libreville, Sri Lanka, Orroral and Hawaii.
The simulated observations were generated with the GEM-9 gravity model, truncated at degree and order 6, while the observations were processed with the GEM-9 gravity model truncated at degree and order 3. The purpose of the difference between the two models is to simulate the errors in the full dynamic model which will be used in real orbit computations. In this way, an error level correspond-ing to unmodeled accelerations of the order of 0.1/~m/s 2 was simulated. The noise level of the measurements was set at 0.6 m. It should be realized that, in contrast to the real-world situation, by this simulation approach the true orbit of the satellite is known. This is the orbit corresponding to the GEM-9 model truncated at degree and order 6. So, when the results of the Kalman filter are compared to this true orbit, the differences indicate the accuracy of the estimated orbit. Figures 7 and 8 show the evolution of the errors in the radial and along-track satellite position components during the 6 passes. The two thin solid lines in all plots are mirror images of each other and represent the computed standard deviations of the radial and along-track position estimates. The thick irregular broken lines indicate the true position estimate errors. The initial satellite position vector just before the first measurement at Kourou was given an offset of 5 m in the along-track direction, 2 m cross track and I m in the radial direction. These numbers correspond more or less to the errors accumulated after a 1-day orbit prediction (Section 7). The figures demonstrate that already during the first pass over Kourou the orbit errors converge to a level which is well below the initial state error in that direction, and so do the standard deviations. During the passes over Porto Alegre and Libreville the errors increase somewhat, indicating that the dynamic model error contributions build up more quickly than the measurements can counteract them. During the transition from Libreville to Sri Lanka, a jump in the errors as well as in the standard deviations takes place, emphasizing the importance of the continuously changing tracking geometry. Thereafter, it looks as if the process has stabilized. For the cross-track position component similar results were obtained in [5] . As a conclusion it may be stated that the Kalman filter continuous orbit update scheme probably will perform a vital task in the NAVSAT system operations. Provided that there are no large systematic errors in the measurements, the filter will be capable of enhancing the accuracy of the ephemerides in the navigation message to a level that will satisfy the 1.5 m UERE requirement. The precise way of how such an orbit improvement mode should be implemented in an operational system needs further investigations. Some possibilities are already described in [5] .
CONCLUSIONS
The study on the NAVSAT ground segment characteristics has demonstrated that it is feasible to develop an efficient and flexible operations scheme for the tracking of the 24 satellites, the transmission and processing of the tracking data, the orbit computation, the distribution of orbit information and the transmission of navigation messages. At the 6 RCs, which perform the continuous tracking of the satellites and the uplinking of user navigation messages, special attention should be given to the compression of tracking data and the local semi-realtime orbit improvement when a satellite passes over an RC. The requirement of having precise orbits of the satellites a few days in advance implies that the satellites should be designed such that the solar radiation pressure can be modeled as accurately as possible. Although some aspects have to be investigated in more detail, the present study has proven that the accuracy of the orbit computations will satisfy the requirements specified by the user positioning accuracy goals and that the ESA NAVSAT concept may be an attractive civil alternative for the US military NAVSTAR/GPS system.
